
Drop the abortion charges! Join the national campaign
Sign up to show your support

In April 2009, a young couple in Cairns were charged under Queensland's archaic anti-abortion laws. The case was committed to 
trial and the couple now await trial  the young woman faces a maximum of seven years prison for allegedly using an abortion 
drug and her partner faces a maximum of three years prison for allegedly assisting her. 

The Queensland Government has deliberately tried to distract from the facts of the case  repeatedly claiming that the case is 
related to the way the abortion took place and to the importation of the abortion drugs. This is a lie. The charges have been 
brought under the anti-abortion laws, not drug related laws. Furthermore, during the committal hearing in September 2009, it 
became very clear that the police were prosecuting the case in order to seek a new precedent on the abortion law.  They argued it 
didn't matter that there was no proof that the woman was pregnant; no proof of what the drugs allegedly used were; no proof that 
the drugs caused a miscarriage. They argued all they needed was that there was "intent" to procure a miscarriage. 

Abortion is currently legally accessible in Queensland under a common law ruling in 1986 that found that there were grounds for 
“lawful” abortion  when a woman's life or mental health is at risk by continuing a pregnancy. While this ruling was explicitly 
against “abortion on demand”, abortion has effectively been available on demand through private clinics. Some say that this 
accessibility has been because the police have “turned a blind eye”. The more realistic explanation is that the laws have not been 
enforced because police are only too aware of the widespread support for abortion access and the sort of opposition that would be 
faced if there were any attempts to enforce the law. 

While it may have faded from popular memory, there are still many who remember the widespread social and political response 
to the abortion clinic raids of the 1980s. Indeed it was the opposition that was mobilised in that era that led to the liberalised 
access that exists today. In prosecuting the Cairns case, the Queensland Police have made a calculated political judgment. They 
think they can create a new precedent through this case. The Cairns couple have been targeted in a test of these laws because they 
are isolated. Because they don't have the social connections and networks and resources that would be involved if the laws were 
tested in a case involving a doctor. This is why the grass-roots solidarity campaign is all the more important. 

It is up to all supporters of women's right to choose to raise their voices in protest. We must make it politically untenable for the 
Queensland government to maintain their position of inaction  the charges against the Cairns couple must be dropped 
immediately. We must raise our voices for the repeal of all anti-abortion laws. No-one should ever again have to face the trauma 
of the young couple in Cairns are facing  for making a decision that is every woman's right to choose. 

While the abortion laws are state based, support for the campaign in other states is crucial in breaking down the isolation of the 
case that the Queensland government is trying to create. Furthermore, the case will affect women throughout the country - if 
these charges are upheld, it will give greater confidence to the anti-abortion forces everywhere. We cannot allow this to happen. 

In February 2010, abortion activists from three states met in Sydney and decided to call for a national day of protest to be held on 
the Saturday before the young couple face trial. The Pro-Choice Action Collective in Brisbane will also be coordinating a 
'convergence' on Cairns  to join with Cairns abortion rights supporters outside the court during the trial. 

National Day of Action: Saturday before the Cairns trial
Drop the abortion charges! For free, safe, accessible abortion on demand!

Supported by:
ØPro-Choice Action Collective (Brisbane). prochoiceaction@gmail.com <www.prochoiceactionqld.org>
ØWomen's Abortion Action Collective (Sydney). contact_waac@yahoo.com.au <www.waac.org.au>
ØRadical Women (Melbourne). radicalwomen@optusnet.com.au. <www.RadicalWomen.org>
ØCampaign for Women's Reproductive Rights (Melbourne). cwrr.solidarity@hotmail.com
Ø“F” Conference, Sydney (April 10-11, 2010) <http://feministconference.blogspot.com/>

Add your endorsement:

Name:__________________________________________________________City __________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________Phone: ________________________

Organisation/trade union: _________________________________________________________________________

       I/we endorse the National Day of Action to be held on the Saturday before the trial in Cairns
       
       I/we would like to join with Cairns abortion rights supporters outside the court during the trial

Email to prochoiceaction@gmail.com or mail to PO Box 8254, Woolloongabba 4102
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